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STAFF TRAINING ON THE MULTI-NATIONAL SCENE 

One of the problems faced by organizations that operate data 
centers in developing countries is obtaining a trained staff. As 
multi-national data processing operations expand to more coun
tries, the problem is compounded. In some instances, companies 
have solved the problem by their own internal training program, 
but at a substantial expense. In this report, we discuss the role of 
national computer institutes in meeting staff training needs, based 
on what a number of national centers in Europe have been doing. 

Last month we discussed the variety of prob
lems that face an organization which operates, or 
desires to operate, data centers in multiple coun
tries. We termed this subject "multi-national data 
processing" (MNDP). The problems centered 
around differences in laws and customs, labor re
lations policies, languages and character sets 
used, technological differences among countries, 
vendor support differences-and differences in 
the availability of trained personnel. 

The "availability of trained personnel" can be a 
key problem, particularly in the developing 
countries where computers are just being 
introduced. 

We have come across several alternative ap
proaches that are being used to attack this prob
lem, with varying degrees of success. 

Intra-company solution. With this approach, 
when a company wishes to set up a new data cen
ter in another country, it first sends a task force of 
trained staff to work in the new center for awhile. 
It hires nationals in the country in which the cen
ter is located, and sets up a training program for 
them. And it selects some key people from the 

center to be sent to headquarters, or to some other 
installation, to get additional training and 
experience. 

Such a program is expensive and can make the 
start-up of a new center a rather slow process. But 
it has been the only practical solution in a number 
of instances, we have been told. 

Even when other means are used for staff train
ing, companies may still want to use some aspects 
of this approach, for meeting specific needs. 

Computer vendor solution. With this approach, 
the multi-national company depends on one or 
more computer vendors to provide the needed 
training services for a new data center. This ap
proach is only partially effective. The user is at 
the mercy of the vendors' time schedules, biases, 
and sales orientation. The vendors may have as 
much trouble finding qualified instructors in the 
country, as do the users. 

The coverage of subjects may not be as com
plete as the user desires. And the literature which 
is used may not be in the local language. 

Commercial seminar solution. Companies fol
lowing this approach encourage the suppliers of 
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commercial seminars to begin offering them in 
the country of interest. These are often the "pro
fessional development" types of seminars, rang
ing in length from one to three days. Such 
seminars usually give an overview of a subject 
more than they teach a capability to use new 
technology. The instructors may not be able to 
speak the local language. Also, the literature 
provided to the students may not be in the local 
language. 

National institute solution. With this ap
proach, a national computer institute (also known 
as national computing center, or national infor
matics institute) is set up as the focal point for 
data processing training in the country. It is usu
ally supported financially by the government of 
the country, and may also receive financial sup
port from other organizations within the country. 
It puts together an education and training pro
gram for both novice and experienced data proc
essing people. Courses are normally taught in the 
local language. Also, hand-out material for stu
dents, and perhaps even textbooks, are translated 
and printed in the local language. The institute 
may set up a service bureau operation to help sub
sidize one or more computers that can be used in 
the training program. 

National computer institutes would thus seem 
to offer a number of advantages over the other ap
proaches, for solving the staff training problem. 
We would like to discuss what some of those ad
vantages are, as well as what some of the prob
lems are with this approach. To set the stage for 
this discussion, we will briefly describe the back
ground of some of the national institutes now in 
operation in Europe; some, in fact, have been in 
existence since the early days of computers. 

A point to keep in mind: the goal of most na
tional institutes has been to be the focal point for 
the introduction of computer knowledge into 
their countries. With this as a goal, they have de
veloped many products and services in addition 
to their education and training services. 

We will start the discussion with Studie
centrum Novi, the pioneer of national institutes, 
in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, as described by 
Mr. A. C. Groothoff, Managing Director. 

Studiecentrum NOVI 

Studiecentrum Novi was founded in 1958 by 
some professors at Amsterdam University in The 
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Netherlands. The original name was Research 
Centre for Business Automation; as the name im
plies, the emphasis was to be on research. In 1959, 
the Centre offered its first training course pro
gram. In 1960, it began publishing its monthly 
journal, Informatie, and in 1961, its monthly ab
stract journal, New Literature on Automation. 

During the early 1960s, the Studiecentrum be
gan conducting examinations for professional cer
tificates in data processing. In 1964, the Dutch 
government provided its support for this certifi
cation program, and in 1965 the first of the AMBI 
certificates was awarded. (" AMBI" is the Dutch 
acronym for "automation and mechanization of 
management information processing.") This has 
turned out to be a most important program for 
the Studiecentrum and has had a wide effect on 
data processing in The Netherlands. 

In 1966, the Centre's name was changed to 
"Netherlands Research Centre for Automation of 
the Administration." And in 1970, it was changed 
once again, to "Netherlands Research Centre for 
Informatics." It was about this time that the 
Centre began to be referred to as "Studiecentrum 
Informatica," and the term "Studiecentrum" has 
become the popular one for referring to the 
Centre. At the time of this last name change, the 
training activities of the Centre were separated 
from the other activities, and put under the Neth
erlands Training Institute for Informatics (Novi). 

By the end of 1971, it was apparent to manage
ment that the new organization-with training 
separated from the rest of the activities-was not 
working well. The Studiecentrum and Novi were 
essentially going their separate ways. A substan
tial financial deficit occurred for the year. So in 
1972, the Studiecentrum and Novi were consoli
dated organizationally, and are now referred to as 
Studiecentrum Nov1. 

What are the goals of Studiecentrum Novi? As 
Mr. Groothoff describes them, they are: (a) ad
dressing the needs of society not yet being pro
vided for,' as well as (b) for the benefit of its 
members, and (c) restricted to activities for which 
men, means, and money are available. The "needs 
of society" activities are often financially unat
tractive. For instance, true research in data proc
essing problems can be very expensive as well as 
financially unrewarding. The result has been that 
the research activities of the Studiecentrum grad
ually decreased, to the point where the Research 
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and Study Department was finally discontinued. 
Studiecentrum Novi provides a variety of 

products and services. Perhaps foremost is its 
educational and training program. Courses are 
generally four to six weeks in length, and are of
fered in Amsterdam as well as in other cities 
around the country. About 60% of the students at
tend in the evening. 

The examinations being offered include a Co
BOL certificate exam and the AMBI exam. Other 
certificate examinations are under development, 
including one on ALGoL/FoRTRAN. The AMBI pro
gram is modular, with six general subject areas. 
There are from two to five courses offered in each 
of the subject areas, and each course consists of 
from 10 to 30 lesson units of 21h hours each. The 
student has reasonably wide latitude in selecting 
the modules which best fit his or her interests. The 
certificate is awarded upon the successful com
pletion of a prescribed minimum number of 
courses. The Dutch government, and a good 
many Dutch companies, have adopted progress in 
the AMBI program as prerequisites for hiring, 
raises, and promotions. (We discussed the policies 
of the AMRO Bank on this point in our August 
1975 issue.) 

Studiecentrum Nov1's publications activities 
include Informatie, New Literature on Automa
tion, and a series of textbooks that support the 
certificate examination program. 

Studiecentrum Novi has an extensive, special
ized library on informatics subjects. It includes a 
substantial amount of documentation from com
puter hardware and software suppliers, about 
their products. Services include a book loan serv
ice, query answering service, bibliographic 
search service, and photocopy services. 

Studiecentrum Novi is financially supported by 
the Dutch government as well as by over 700 
other organizations in The Netherlands. About 
ten years ago, such sponsor fees and contributions 
represented over 80% of Studiecentrum's total in
come. Today, these fees and contributions repre
sent less than 20% of the total. (Almost three
fourths of the total income now comes from their 
education and training program and from exam
ination fees and subsidies.) The number of spon
soring firms has almost doubled during that ten
year period-but annual income has increased by 
a factor of 11 during the same period. Since 1973, 
after the most recent reorganization, Studie-
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centrum Novi has operated well in the black. 
So Studiecentrum Novi, perhaps the first of the 

national institutes, continues to grow and to serve 
the Dutch data processing community. 

International Computer Education Centre 

The International Computer Education 
Centre, located in Budapest, Hungary, was origi
nally organized in late 1969 as the Hungarian 
Computer Education Centre. In 1972, its role was 
expanded to provide computer education courses 
for the CoMECON countries, primarily in the R1Ao 
10 computer which is manufactured in Hungary. 
In 1973, it was renamed The International Com
puter Education Centre, when an agreement was 
signed with the United Nations Development 
Program whereby the Centre would provide 
computer education services for a number of the 
developing countries. Finally, in 1974, it was 
amalgamated with the Hungarian Computer In
formation Office, and the name changed to Inter
national Computer Education and Information 
Centre. But the popular name for the Centre is 
Szamok, the Hungarian acronym for its official 
name. 

Szamok's main activities include computer 
education and training, service bureau services, 
information center services, publishing, and soft
ware development to support its educational 
activities. 

Szamok offers both public courses and in-house 
courses. These courses include both computer 
education for management as well as training 
courses for computer professionals. The technical 
courses offered include programming, data base 
management, software engineering, and system 
analysis and design. Computer management 
courses are also offered, including computer cen
ter management, management by objectives, and 
computerized production control. Some of the 
courses provide basic training for novices, while 
others are upgrading or refresher courses for ex
perienced personnel. 

Course duration ranges from few-day short 
courses to full-year programs of study which en
compass a number of courses. 

In 1970, Szamok signed an agreement with 
Control Data Institute whereby CDI licensed 
Szamok to use its relevant instruction material. In 
addition, Szamok sent a number of its instructors 
to the CDI institute in Frankfurt, West Germany, 
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to gain experience with the instructional mate
rial. This agreement continues through 1977. 

In the publishing area, the Centre publishes 
notes and instructional material for students, a 
monthly periodical, a quarterly periodical, and 
books to support the education program. A num
ber of these books are translations of books from 
other countries, through translation agreements 
with the publishers. 

Sziimok now provides an extensive information 
service. Abstracts have been published for some 
400 periodicals and some 6,000 books. The 
Centre also offers a library lending service, a 
bibliographic search service, photocopy serv
ices, and a library of computer manufacturers' 
literature. 

For their service bureau activities, Sziimok has 
both an IBM 370/145 as well as the Videoton 
(R1An 10), one of the line of CoMECON RIAD com
puters that is manufactured in Hungary. Later 
this year, they expect to install a DEC PnP-11 
time sharing system with 16 terminals. 

Szamok has over 300 full-time and 200 
part-time co-workers for conducting the above 
activities. 

United Nations program 

For the past eight years, the United Nations 
Development Program has been supporting vari
ous types of computer centers in a number of 
countries of the world. The first support program 
began in 1968 when an agreement was signed 
with a center at Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, to 
perform research and development in the use of 
computers in central statistical offices. In 1971, a 
support program was started with the Israel Cen
ter for Information Systems. As mentioned above, 
the program with Sziimok began in 1973. And 
during 1975, negotiations have been underway 
for various types of support for centers in the 
Philippines, Burma, Japan, and Lebanon. 

In all instances, we were told, the initiative has 
come from the countries involved with the coop
eration of the United Nations; the UN itself does 
not initiate these programs. Also, these programs 
do not involve the use of additional UN funds but 
rather an allocation of a share of each country's 
UNDP target development funds. Each country, 
in turn, usually allocates some of its own funds to 
its program. The agreements are for specific peri
ods of time (say, five years), with the possibility of 
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one extension time period (say, two years). At the 
end of that time, it is expected that the centers 
will be self supporting. 

The UN program with Sziimok will illustrate 
what the UN hopes will be accomplished by these 
agreements. 

First, Hungary has agreed that a stated per
centage of its UN target funds will be allocated 
each year to Sziimok. For the five-year term of the 
agreement, this will amount to about $2,250,000. 
In addition, the Hungarian government is putting 
an even greater amount of internal funds into the 
program. 

The UN has agreed to locate computer tech
nology experts in other countries who will come 
to Hungary for periods ranging from a few weeks 
to a year. These experts help develop and teach 
courses, help develop software, and help to in
troduce new technology. The courses they teach 
are generally about one month in length, al
though some shorter courses are offered. These 
courses are most often taught in English, although 
other languages could be used. 

The UN also has agreed to circularize the UN
supported courses offered by Sziimok in other 
countries of the world. For a one-month course 
offered in 1974, representatives from some 16 
different countries attended. People from 19 
countries attended the 1975 course on computer 
center management. These other countries may 
use portions of their allocated UN funds for send
ing people to these courses. 

Finally, the UN has agreed to arrange for mem
bers of the Sziimok technical staff to visit and 
work in other countries (such as the U.K. and the 
U.S.) for periods of time of up to one year. These 
fellowships have proved to be very successful in 
exposing staff members to advanced technology 
in computer use. 

Since the program has been underway at Szii
mok, the UN has arranged for some 25 to 30 ex
perts per year to visit Budapest. Also, from 8 to 12 
Sziimok staff members have been sent per year to 
other countries on the long-term fellowship pro
gram. Further, as evidence of the international 
nature of the program, the attendees at the UN
supported courses have come from Asia, Africa, 
Middle East, South America, and the Pacific. 

Sziimok thus may well be the first of the truly 
international computer institutes, aimed at being 
the focal point for introducing computer knowl-
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edge in a number of the socialist and some of the 
developing countries of the world. Most course 
attendees, as might be expected, have been from 
Hungary and other socialist countries. 

A main use of advanced computer technology 
in these countries has been to improve social sta
tistics on economic and political activity. In this 
connection, it should be mentioned that the Con
ference of European Statisticians (a sub-group of 
the UN Statistical Commission) has played a sig
nificant role in fostering Sziimok. This Confer
ence is working on the difficult problem of 
promoting better, more comparable statistics 
from both the socialist and the capitalistic coun
tries. The U.S. has participated in this Conference 
and has contributed significantly to Sziimok. 

Other national institutes 

The National Computing Centre, located in 
Manchester, England, was founded in 1966. It is 
supported by the U.K. government plus over 
1,200 member organizations. There are three 
types of membership: (1) major computer manu
facturers, (2) computer users or intended users, 
and (3) suppliers of computer goods and services. 
In addition, associate memberships are available 
for individuals: About 42% of total income comes 
from the government, another 8% from member
ship fees, and the remaining 50% from the sale of 
products and services. 

The people at NCC feel a strong obligation to 
provide needed (but otherwise unfilled) services. 
"If we don't do it, who will?" they say. 

NCC provides a full range of services. These in
clude education and training-in both basic and 
advanced levels, and for managers as well as for 
professionals. (We discussed the widely used NCC 
basic systems course in our August 1970 report.) 
The Centre provides advisory services, such as 
conducting feasibility studies and developing 
specifications for application system require
ments. It promotes and establishes installation 
standards; its documentation standards are now in 
use at installations in some 20 countries. Its pub
lications include reports and studies, a journal of 
computing literature abstracts, and a regular 
journal. It has a library and performs information 
services for members, including information re
trieval and bibliographic searches. The library 
maintains extensive files of comparative informa
tion on computing hardware, software, training 
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course offerings, and service bureaus. And NCC 
does some software development work. For in
stance, over 350 copies of their FILETAB software 
package have been sold. 

The National Research Institute, in Norway, 
was established in 1958 to promote the use of 
computers in Norway. The Institute is research 
oriented, serving both government and industry. 

During the 1960s, members of the Institute de
veloped the SIMULA programming language, for 
simulation problems. During this time period, the 
Institute offered a service bureau service, with a 
Univac 1107 computer. The service bureau oper
ation was closed down in 1970 because of the 
growth of service bureaus in private industry. 
Current emphasis at the Institute is on the quality 
of use of computers. 

During the 1960s, about 85% of income was 
earned and 15% came from grants. Today, about 
30% comes from grants and the remaining 70% is 
contributions toward or earnings from projects. 

The Statskonoret, in Sweden, is operated under 
the Ministry of Finance of the Swedish govern
ment. It buys all computing equipment for 
agencies of the Swedish government, develops 
application systems for. government agencies, 
offers service bureau services to government 
agencies, and provides consulting services. It co
operates on research and development projects 
with other government agencies as well as with 
private organizations. For instance, one large re
search project currently underway is on the sub
ject of data security. 

Statskonoret, with an annual budget of some 30 
million krona, aims to promote the efficient use of 
all computers in Sweden. 

In Denmark, during the early 1960s, the Danish 
EDP Council helped to develop the country's EDP 
education program. However, this function of the 
EDP Council has been taken over by the Danish 
government. In 1960, Datacentralen was organ
ized to provide service bureau services for the 
government. This activity has continued to grow 
and now has about 900 employees. It develops 
and runs application systems for government 
agencies, and now handles about 70% of all such 
EDP applications for the government. 

The GMD, in St. Augustin, West Germany, was 
founded in 1968, to provide research, education, 
and consulting services for federal and state gov
ernments in the Federal Republic of Germany. 
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There are other organizations providing similar 
services in the FRG, but GMO is the largest of 
these. GMO conducts a variety of research activi
ties in such areas as decision systems, computer 
architecture, program structures, graphical data 
processing, modular data base management sys
tems, and information systems. GMO also oper
ates three computer centers. 

In Yugoslavia, there is no central institute. In
stead, there are a number of institutes for re
search, development, and education operated at 
universities. Some of these institutes conduct joint 
projects with private industry. One such project, 
for instance, is being conducted with a subsidiary 
of ITT on a computer-based telephone system. 

As can be seen from these brief descriptions of a 
number of national institutes in Europe, there is a 
wide variety of such institutes, many with differ
ent purposes and with different combinations of 
activities. However, if there is a central theme 
among these institutes, it is the theme of prac
tical education and training for computer 
professionals. 

So, while there are significant differences 
among the institutes, it is still worthwhile to ask: 
how might national computer institutes aid in 
staff training for multi-national organizations? 

National institutes: why, what, how? 

We attended a seminar on "policies and func
tions for national informatics institutes," pre
sented by the IFIP Applied Information Process
ing Group (IAG, former name IFIP Adminis
trative Data Processing Group) in June 1975 in 
Vienna, Austria. The seminar was conducted by 
Mr. R. J. McQuaker, Chairman of IAG and one of 
the founders of the National Computing Centre 
in the U.K. Our discussion will include some of 
the points raised during the seminar. 

Typically, when a national computer institute 
is organized, the purpose is to help the country 
catch up rather quickly in the use of computers. 
Usually, the government of the country desires 
that the institute become the focal point for in
troducing computer knowledge into the country. 

To accomplish this purpose, the national in
stitute typically begins a program of education 
and training, for both management and staff 
members, and at both novice and advanced levels. 
A library is usually set up, specializing in selected 
computer field literature as well as comprehen-
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sive data files on available hardware and software. 
Further, to help disseminate knowledge, the in
stitute establishes a publications department, for 
publishing a journal, course material for students, 
and perhaps translations of selected books. 

In undertaking these activities, the national in
stitute usually is set up so as not to compete with 
established organizations such as the universities. 
For instance, the institutes may be constrained 
from offering complete computer science educa
tion programs. 

These activities are aimed primarily at users 
and prospective users of computers. These users 
may be in the private sector as well as in govern
ment. But the national institute may see its con
stituency in broader terms. The constituency may 
include the major computer manufacturers, other 
suppliers of goods and services in the computer 
field, other educational institutions, general man
agement of organizations, labor unions, and so on. 
Also, the institute may undertake research activi
ties in challenging technological areas, on the as
sumption that the results will be beneficial to a 
good number of users within the country. (How
ever, as discussed earlier, these research activities 
may fade away, when results do not come up to 
original expectations.) 

We have said that these are "typically" the 
goals and the activities. The discussion earlier in 
this report illustrated that there can be variations 
in both goals and activities. For instance, an in
stitute may be set up to perform one specific func
tion, such as education and training, or to provide 
service bureau services. In the more typical case, 
the management of the national institute may 
have quite broad leeway in choosing the con
stituencies it will serve and the goods and services 
it will offer, subject to constraints such as not 
competing with the universities. But where the 
institute has been set up to perform one specific 
function, management does not have the same 
latitude. 

But in any case, it appears that institute man
agement typically sees its constituency as an ag
gregation of individuals or individual 
organizations. It then selects the goods and serv
ices to offer which it feels have the best chance of 
being accepted by the constituencies. One might 
call this the "bottom-up" approach to structuring 
the activities of the institute. 

What activities are chosen? Following is a list 
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of the goods and services most commonly offered 
by national institutes, as far as we have been able 
to determine. 

ACTIVITIES OF NATIONAL INSTITUTES 
1. Education and training program in computer usage, for 

managers and professional staff, and for novices and expe
rienced people. 

2. Qualifying examinations and the issuance of certificates, 
for meeting requirements of professional competence. 

3. Information services, including a library service, abstract
ing service, search services, etc. 

4. Supplier information repository, for comparing the char
acteristics of competitive brands of equipment, software, 
and services, for both domestic and foreign suppliers. 

5. Supplier evaluation service, for comparing and eval
uating competitive brands of equipment, software and 
services; benchmarks may be used in performing the 
evaluations; this service is still more of a goal than an 
achievement. 

6. Publications, including monthly and/or quarterly jour
nals of technical papers, abstracts of periodical and book 
literature, books (including translations of foreign books) 
and course material to support the education program. 

7. Service bureau services, for government as well as per
haps for the private sector. 

8. Applications system development and operation, for the 
government and/or for members of the institute. 

9. Software package development, to support the oper
ations of the computer center as well as for possible sale 
to others. 

10. Development of installation standards, for use by mem
bers of the institute as well as for sale to others. 

11. Promotion of national standards for data processing, data 
communications, etc., perhaps by having staff members 
participate on both domestic and international standards 
committees. 

12. Advisory (consulting) services, for the government and for 
members of the institute. 

13. Joint projects with government agencies and/ or with pri
vate organizations, for the development and installation 
of new technology. 

14. Conferences, perhaps in conjunction with other organiza
tions, on specific technical subject areas. 

15. Research projects on challenging technological problem 
areas. 

We are not sure that any of the national in
stitutes that we have talked to perform all of the 
above activities, although some seem to come 
very close. Generally, the activities are a subset of 
this list, we believe. 

There are a number of problems associated 
with structuring the activities of the institute in 
this bottom-up manner. One difficulty in many 
countries is that private enterprise soon gets into 
the more financially attractive of these activities. 
The institutes then must either compete with pri
vate enterprise or retire into areas where the eco-
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nomics are not so attractive. Another difficulty 
arises when computer knowledge spreads and the 
institute is no longer the focal point for in
troducing new technical knowledge in com
puters. Members then tend to drift away, or to 
provide less support for the institute. A related 
difficulty arises when members become suffi
ciently experienced with using computers to be
gin demanding services to meet their particular 
needs. They then either replace or supplement 
the institute' s services with others more suited to 
their needs. 

The net result of these difficulties is that the na
tional institutes find it harder and harder to per
form their role as the focal point for introducing 
computer knowledge. They may find it ever more 
difficult to keep income ahead of expense. And 
they may be frequently trying to enlarge their 
constituencies or broaden their services, in an at
tempt to make income greater than expense. The 
point may come where institute management is 
more concerned with "making a profit" than it is 
with fulfilling the original purpose of the 
institute. 

A possible solution to this dilemma is for man
agement to take the top-down approach to struc
turing the activities. 

The top-down approach 

McQuaker, at the IAG seminar, proposed that 
institute management should take the top-down 
view. 

The purpose of a national computer institute, 
he said, should be to maximize the benefits-both 
economic and social-of use of computers within 
the country. 

This is a deceptively mild statement. It can 
change the whole approach to choosing the activ
ities of the institute. 

How does one use this top-down approach? 
Start with the overall view of the country's econ
omy, says McQuaker. What benefits might be ob
tained within the country by the use of 
computers? This should be a macro-economic 
view and, as much as possible, should be based on 
accomplishments elsewhere. For instance, in in
dustrialized countries, work-in-process in
ventories and finished goods inventories might be 
reduced by better inventory control methods. In 
agricultural countries, yields might be improved 
by a number of tested computer methods. This 
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macro-economic view says: look at the overall 
economy; where within this whole economy 
could computers be used where the benefits 
would be the greatest? 

Having identified where the greatest potential 
benefits lie, the next step is to determine what 
must be done to realize those benefits, says 
McQuaker. The needed actions might go well 
beyond computer technology. But computer 
technology should play an important role, if the 
program is to be related to the national institute. 

Then, having determined what the needed ac
tions are, the next step is to identify which of 
these actions can best be done by the national 
institute. 

This top-down view, says McQuaker, leads to a 
set of activities that are in harmony with the basic 
purpose of the institute. Institute management 
should no longer become preoccupied with 
"making a profit" at the expense of fulfilling the 
basic purpose of the institute. 

As McQuaker pointed out, this top-down view 
might lead to a radically different perception of 
the role of the institute, from what is seen from a 
bottom-up view. Management may see the in
stitute's role in a much broader light, comparable 
perhaps to national efforts toward road safety or 
some such recognized activity. 

From the standpoint of the multi-national or
ganization operating within a country, it may 
well be that staff training is better served by the 
bottom-up approach. If the organization's goals 
are in harmony with the goals selected by the top
down approach, well and good. But it seems quite 
possible that the top-down approach could lead 
to a set of activities that would best serve the 
country but which might not tie in with the needs 
of any given multi-national organization. 

Method of operation 

McQuaker reviewed several ways in which a 
national institute could conduct its activities. 

The most obvious way is through full-time 
and/or part-time employees. This approach gives 
the maximum degree of control over what is ac
complished-although part-time employees nor
mally represent a lesser degree of control. This 
approach also may be the most expensive of the 
alternatives. 

Another way is to obtain the services of volun
teers, as is typically done in the professional so-
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cieties. The cost is low, but the control over what 
is accomplished or when it is accomplished also is 
low. 

Still another way is to buy the needed efforts, 
by buying the time of consultants, software 
houses, or such. This method avoids the excessive 
growth of staff but can be fairly costly. 

Then there is a combination of these methods. 
For instance, the institute might have a relatively 
small professional staff, make extensive use of vol
unteer help (as the professional societies do), and 
then buy outside services for specific projects. 

The institute may follow a more passive role 
than is implied by any of the above methods. It 
may desire only to act as a catalyst, to persuade 
other organizations to conduct the desired activi
ties. Such a role has relatively little control over 
what is accomplished, says McQuaker, and it may 
lead to vague objectives. 

Finally, the institute may choose the role of 
simply aiding in the exchange of experience
along the line of the "user round tables" that were 
so popular in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The 
institute would simply provide a meeting place 
where users could exchange experiences. Again, 
little control and the possibility of no tangible re
sults are implied. 

It seems to us that national institutes would nor
mally prefer to conduct their activities with their 
own employees, or by a combination of employ
ees, volunteers, and outside services. The main 
determinant in the decision would seem to be 
financing. 

If several multi-national organizations were 
operating within the same developing country, 
they might find it to their advantage to supply 
needed funding at the outset, so that necessary 
staff could be obtained. 

Funding of national institutes 

There are really three sources of funds for most 
national institutes, says McQuaker. 

One of these is subscription funds, or member
ship fees. This income is used to provide services 
to the subscribers (members), with any surplus 
transferred to the general fund. 

Another source is the trading funds, earned 
from the sale of goods or services to clients. These 
funds also include contributions from the govern
ment or others for specific projects. Again, any 
surplus can be transferred to the general fund. 
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Finally, there is the general fund. It includes 
any surpluses mentioned above, plus any grants 
received from the government, from foundations, 
or others who simply wish to support the work of 
the institute. The general fund is used to pay the 
overhead, as well as to conduct any research or 
high risk projects that the institute wishes to 
undertake. 

As we have pointed out in this report, the rela
tive amounts obtained from these sources gener
ally changes radically over the first ten or so years 
of life of the institute. At the outset, government 
subsidies and membership fees tend to dominate. 
Then, as the activities build up, earned income 
tends to dominate. The main problem, as we see 
it, is that the national institute should not get itself 
into a position where the need to earn income 
largely distracts management away from the 
basic purpose of the institute. 

This discussion has touched on only a small 
fraction of what McQuaker presented in his semi
nar but it perhaps gives an idea of the content of 
the seminar. 

The role of international institutes 

A number of the national institutes that we 
have contacted have sold at least some of their 
products to people in other countries. Does this 
make them "international" institutes? If a na
tional institute seeks to be the focal point for in
troducing new computer knowledge into its 
country, what is the comparable role for an inter
national institute? 

It seems to us that when a national institute de
velops its goods and services to serve its domestic 
market, it does not become international just be
cause it sells some of those abroad. 

One of the necessary characteristics of an inter
national institute, it seems to us, is the intent to 
serve multiple countries, in addition to the coun
try in which it is located. Its goal should be to 
serve as the focal point for introducing computer 
knowledge in those countries. Ideally, it should 
play no favorites among the countries. In prac
tice, it is likely that the country in which it is lo
cated will receive preferential treatment. 

There is another necessary characteristic of an 
international institute, it seems to us. This is that 
the governments of the countries it desires to 
serve acknowledge its role. It would seem that the 
decision to be an international institute cannot be 
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a unilateral one (other than being an international 
institute in name only, of course). 

Why have an international institute? The pro 
and con arguments follow the familiar pattern of 
centralization versus decentralization of com
puter centers. On the "pro" side for international 
institutes are the arguments of economy of scale, 
more efficient use of scarce resources (particu
larly knowledgable people), greater likelihood of 
reaching the "critical mass" point where really 
good quality service is delivered, and so on. On 
the "con" side are the arguments of difficulties in 
meeting local needs, nationalistic feelings of 
wanting own national institutes, and likelihood of 
language problems. 

We see a range of approaches to international 
cooperation on the introduction of computer 
knowledge, with the true international institute 
being only one of the approaches. 

At one extreme would be the periodic meetings 
of the directors of national institutes, to exchange 
experiences and solutions to common problems. 

Another approach might be likened to a cartel 
of national institutes, in which they agree among 
themselves which non-competing goods and serv
ices they might offer in each others' markets. 

Another form of relationship, and one that has 
been used, is for the national institutes to sell their 
products to other national institutes, for resale. 
For instance, we understand that the National 
Computing Centre's basic systems course has 
been sold to a number of other national institutes. 

Another way of cooperation would be for, ad 
hoc groups of national institutes to join together 
on projects to develop new products or services 
that they can then offer. Not only would such an 
approach split the development costs among the 
institutes but it would also tend to promote com
mon products and services. For instance, national 
institutes within the European Economic Com
munity might undertake projects supported with 
EEC funds. 

The next approach, in the spectrum that we are 
listing, is that of the interriational institutes that 
perform at least some of the services listed earlier 
in this report for each country in their markets. 

The next approach on the list is based on the 
concept of a supra-institute, set up to serve mul
tiple national institutes. Its charter would be to 
develop goods and services for the national in
stitutes that it serves. Such a supra-institute would 
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aim at developing "portable" goods and services, 
much as portable application systems are devel
oped. (This is contrasted with the goods and serv
ices that are developed for a domestic market and 
then offered internationally.) The supra-institute 
could also act as a source of highly skilled tech
nicians and instructors who could visit the na
tional institutes on a periodic basis. 

Finally, there would be the concept of an inter
national institute cooperating with national in
s ti tut es in the countries it serves. The 
international institute would offer some of the 
needed goods and services, and the national in
stitutes the rest. 

Why should DP management be interested? 

It seems to us that directors of information 
services for multi-national organizations should 
be particularly interested in the subject of coop
eration among national institutes. 

As we have been pointing out, the national in
stitutes can play an important role in helping to 
train the data processing staff in developing coun
tries. It would seem advantageous to multi
national organizations to promote "portability" 
of goods and services, and "common approaches" 
to system analysis, design, and programming, 
among the national institutes. It would be more 
likely, then, that common procedures and com
mon software could be used in the data center~ in 
the several countries. (We are not saying that 
100% compatibility can be achieved in this 
manner, but rather that compatibility can be 
enhanced.) 

The future of national institutes 

What may lie ahead for the national institutes 
already in existence, mostly in the industrialized 
countries? 

It is relevant at this point to ask: why is there no 
national institute in the United States? The closest 
we have to a national institute is a function within 
the National Bureau of Standards. In the early 
and mid-1950s, NBS developed the SEAC com
puter in Washington and the SwAc computer in 
Los Angeles. While NBS played an important 
role in furthering computer knowledge, partic
ularly in hardware, there were just too many 
other places where development was taking place 
for NBS to become the focal point. 

In 1965, as a result of the Brooks Act, NBS 
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formed the Center for Computer Sciences and 
Technology, which became one of the four NBS 
Institutes in 1973. The lcsT now provides stand
ards, guidelines, and advisory services to promote 
the effective use of computer, automation, and in
formation technologies throughout the federal 
government. In carrying out its technical pro
gram, it also conducts joint activities with profes
sional societies, such as ACM and IEEE; we 
discussed the NBS/ ACM conference on data 
security in our January 1974 report, and the NBS/ 
Mitre conference on privacy in our November 
1975 report. 

The point is that, while NBS began its role in 
the computer field very early and has continued 
to play an important role, it has not become a true 
national institute in the sense that we have been 
discussing such institutes. 

The reason, it seems to us, is because there are 
just too many other centers of advanced com
puter knowledge in the U.S. Further, most of 
them have been active in this area about as long as 
NBS has. These include the universities-M.l.T., 
University of Michigan, University of Illinois, 
University of California (at several campuses), as 
well as many of the participants in the ARPA Net, 
to name some. These centers of knowledge also 
include research institutions-such as Rand Cor
poration, Mitre Corporation, System Devel
opment Corporation, and Stanford Research 
Institute. And, of course, these centers of com
puter knowledge include private industry-such 
as IBM's Thomas J. Watson Research Laboratory, 
General Motors Research Laboratories, and Bell 
Telephone Laboratories. 

So, in the U.S., there has been resistance to the 
idea of one focal point for introducing computer 
knowledge. Instead, many dispersed centers of 
knowledge have developed. It seems highly un
likely that a single national institute will develop 
in the U.S. 

It appears to us that, in the industrialized coun
tries where national institutes have been set up, 
the dispersal of computer knowledge will make 
the situation somewhat like the U.S. That is, re
sistance might well develop to continuing the na
tional institutes as the focal points of computer 
knowledge. Some of the functions performed by 
the national institutes might be taken over by 
regular channels-such as education and training, 
publications, and library functions. A variety of 
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flexible, responsive commercial offerings may be 
set up which meet specific user needs better than 
the more general purpose offerings of the nati6nal 
institute. Users may become more demanding in 
asking for products and services tailored to their 
specific needs. 

Last month, we discussed the four possible 
stages of growth of multi-national data process
ing, based upon the ideas of Gibson and Nolan 
(Harvard Business Review, January-February 
1974). The same general pattern of growth might 
also apply to national institutes. As in the case of 
the multi-national organizations, we have seen no 
studies on this point, so the following pattern is 
only conjecture. 

The first stage of growth for a national institute 
might be an educational and training program for 
systems people and programmers. This often is 
the most urgent need within the country that is 
starting to use computers. The institute provides 
the focal point for introducing practical knowl
edge of computers into the country. The second 
stage is the proliferation of goods and services, to 
include many of those listed earlier in this report, 
and for the reasons discussed earlier. With the ar
rival of the third stage, competition sets in and 
computer knowledge becomes dispersed. Cus
tomers of the institute become more demanding. 
Finally, in the fourth stage, the national institute 
settles into its long term role. It gives up a number 
of its goods and services to regular channels, such 
as turning over basic training in computers to the 
regular educational system. We will have more to 
say about this long term role shortly. 

As far as multi-national organizations are con
cerned, the problem we are discussing in this issue 
is the training of people in data processing tech
nology mainly in developing countries. In the in
dustrialized countries, a pool of trained people 
already exists; national institutes may play a role 
in upgrading capabilities of staff members. Multi
national organizations may be quite interested in 
how the long term role of such institutes can ben
efit them. 

Probably, though, it is the role of national in
stitutes in the developing countries that would be 
of more immediate interest to multi-national or
ganizations. In the developing countries, a pool of 
trained people does not exist. Means are needed 
for providing the education and training, and na
tional institutes are one method of doing this. Fur-
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ther, such national institutes would be in the early 
stages of growth. The problems that they will en
counter in the third stage of growth (assuming 
that the pattern is valid) are still a number of 
years away. 

So if multi-national organizations decide to 
support national institutes in the developing 
countries, as a vehicle for staff training, the com
plications of growth stage three would seem to be 
a number of years in the future. Note that we are 
not saying blanket support should be given auto
matically to all such national institutes. Each one 
should be considered on its own merits. But pri
vate enterprise has supported the national in
stitutes in the U.K. and in The Netherlands, for 
example, as we discussed earlier in this report. 
And private enterprise might well support na
tional institutes in developing countries. At least, 
it is an approach that we feel should be given 
serious consideration. 

But what of the possible long term role of na
tional institutes? 

The long term role of national institutes? 

It is too early to say if the services currently of
fered by the national institutes (as listed earlier in 
this report) will be taken over by regular chan
nels. We suspect that a number of such services 
will be taken over. 

In any case, we think that there are services 
that national institutes would be in a particularly 
good position to offer. If such is the case, these 
services might well form the nucleus of what the 
national institutes provide in the future. We will 
describe two services which we believe fall into 
this category. 

Comparative evaluations 

Comparative evaluations of hardware, soft
ware, training, and other goods and services will 
continue to be needed in all computer-using 
countries. This point was brought out at the 
Vienna seminar sponsored by IAG, discussed 
earlier. 

The closest thing to these evaluations that we 
have in the U.S. are the Auerbach and Datapro 
services. These services give the characteristics of 
many hardware and software products offered in 
the U.S. market. Generally, these are factual re
portings, based upon information provided by the 
suppliers of those hardware and software prod-
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~cts. While there are often some general eval
uatory statements given in the write-ups, there is 
generally no attempt made to validate the char
acteristics claimed nor is there an attempt to 
compare two or more similar products or 
services. 

There was some attempt in years past to make 
such evaluations. For instance, one of the pub
lished services developed a set of simple 
benchmark problems. Each new computer sys
tem was timed out and costed out against these 
benchmarks. But the benchmarks were not too 
representative and, as far as we know, this feature 
has been dropped. Also, there were commercial 
simulation services, such as we discussed in our 
April 1968 issue, which would time and cost out a 
number of hardware/ software configurations on a 
set of user-defined processing operations. The use 
of these services became more difficult with the 
advent of multi-programming. Whatever the rea
son, the use of such specific case evaluatory serv
ices appears to have diminished. 

As we say, there continued to be a need for 
more general evaluatory services. Moreover, on 
the international scene, the need is for an eval
uation of the goods and services available in any 
particular country. This evaluation should in
clude the support given for both hardware and 
software products. So while the U.S. and U.K. (for 
example) published services can be helpful in 
other countries, they probably are not sufficient in 
themselves. 

It seems to us that national institutes are in a 
particularly good position to fill this need. They 
might make arrangements with the U.S. or U.K. 
publishers of hardware and software character
istics to use the material; perhaps some type of 
bulk subscription might be entered. To this mate
rial would be added material developed on a local 
basis. 

It might even be possible to develop valid 
benchmark problems for making comparative 
evaluations. (The development of such bench
marks, which is not an easy task, might be handled 
by joint projects of several national institutes, or 
by a supra institute.) 

We suspect that the economics of this type of 
enterprise are such that the U.S., U.K., or other 
existing suppliers (of such information) would not 
be interested in special analyses on a country-by
country basis. The demand in each of the coun-
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tries might be low enough in numbers that these 
suppliers could not afford to set up the staffs to do 
the job. Local private suppliers might be faced 
with the same problem. But national institutes 
very possibly could handle this type of service 
economically. 

Advanced training in using computers 

We recently sat in on a part of the Summer In
stitute offered by the University of California at 
Santa Cruz. We think the type of program offered 
by UCSC should be brought to the attention of all 
data processing managers. And, moreover, it is a 
very practical type of program that would seem 
to fit in very well with the concept of national 
institutes. 

The concept of the UCSC Summer Institute in 
computer science is simply stated. A set of in
tensive short courses, from one to two weeks each 
in length, is offered. Each course uses outstanding 
faculty members. Each course is designed so that 
students will acquire an immediately useful in
crement of knowledge and skill. Not only are gen
eral principles taught but also hands-on 
experience is given by means of laboratory 
periods. 

In our June 1974 report, we told how two pro
grammers from the U.S. Bureau of Customs at
tended the Summer Institute (in 1973) to learn 
structured programming. At the end of two weeks 
of intensive work (in the order of 16 hours per 
day), they felt capable of using structured pro
gramming methods. Both immediately started ap
plying what was learned on their jobs. For 
instance, one programmer used what she had 
learned to redesign and reprogram a large on-line 
file update program which had been causing un
due maintenance problems. The resulting pro
gram turned out to be highly trouble-free, and 
only one non-trivial bug was found in the pro
gram during debugging. 

We talked to another participant at the 1975 
Summer Institute. He works for the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics and had attended the 1971 
Summer Institute. At the time, his Bureau wanted 
a non-procedural language for producing statis
tical tables that the Bureau's statisticians could 
use. None of the commercial languages they 
looked at met their desires. This participant was 
basically a statistician who for several years had 
had experience in applications programming. He 
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and one other Bureau employee attended the two 
week compiler writing course. Using the skills ac
quired in the course, they went back to their 
jobs-and developed the Table Producing Lan
guage (TPL). They developed TPL as a language 
that statisticians could use, and then wrote the 
compiler for producing object code. TPL has been 
very well accepted by statisticians, we were 
told-not only at the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
but also in other U.S. government agencies and in 
organizations in other countries. 

That is what the people at the UCSC Summer 
Institute mean by "acquiring an immediately use
ful increment of knowledge and skill." The as
sumption is that the people who attend the 
Summer Institute are already experienced in 
computer use. The institute aims to give them a 
new capability that they can carry away and im
mediately use in their jobs. 

It seems to us that this type of practical, ad
vanced training is very much in harmony with the 
goals of most national institutes. Moreover, we 
see no reason why the same results cannot be 

achieved at national institutes, given adequate ac
cess to qualified instructors and access to one or 
more computers for lab work. 

What is the possible future role for national in
stitutes? In this report, we have discussed two 
possible types of roles, which might well be com
plementary. One is to lay out and support a pro
gram by which computers will provide maximum 
economic and social benefits for the country, by 
way of a top-down analysis. National institutes 
would seem to be in an excellent position to do 
this. The other role is to develop services that are 
needed by an experienced computer using com
munity. Comparative evaluations and advanced 
training are two examples. 

As multi-national organizations expand into 
more countries, and particularly into developing 
countries, the problem of obtaining trained data 
processing staffs increases. We think that national 
institues can provide a practical way for solving 
this problem. We suggest that multi-national or
ganizations give this approach some thought. 

Professionalism in the computer field has been debated for years. Are 
systems analysts and programmers "professionals" or aren't they? A good 
many people seem to adopt the attitude, "Who cares?" But the sub;ect is 
important to data processing management. Some aspects of professional
ism are definitely on the way, and these aspects .might very well affect 
your selection of applications to convert to the computer and the way you 
build those systems. Next month we will discuss not only professionalism 
but also some other developments that tend to impose types of regulation 
on computer-using organizations. 
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